When two is company I don't make a crowd

**I'm your best friend**

**I am your Lucky Strike**

Never a bitter, undeveloped top leaf in me. Never a grimy, tough bottom leaf. I use only the fragrant, mellow, expensive center leaves... the leaves that give you the mildest, best-tasting smoke. I do not irritate your throat. No wonder I'm your best friend.

**LUCKIES USE ONLY THE CENTER LEAVES... CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE**

"I think that although military preparedness may never have prevented war, a nation with a well-equipped army and navy in less likely to be drawn into a war than an unprepared one."

- John M. Gallagher, 77, VIII, 1182

**Bayston St., Boston:**

"Quite so, but the nation that does not prepare for war will assuredly find itself in an uncomfortable spot.

---

**The Lounger**

(Continued from Page 3)

though she was a perfect radiator or black body, it is still more interesting to compare costs as advertised by the State and as charged by power companies. The advertised $12.50 per kw. is equivalent to 200 kw. At $8 per kw it would cost $1.60 per hour to rent a normal dwelling.

Years very truly,

A Staff Member.

Apparently the staff member misquoted. The following letter was received essentially later:

**Dear Sir:**

The contribution concerning the locally advertising the dance of the El 13 Club has an error in it. The line reading "her temperature would have been 50° F. should read "her temperature would have been 50° R."

**Very truly yours,**

The Same Staff Member.

When confronted with these letters, the President of the El 13 Club stated, "This column neglected an important detail. He forgot that spring temperatures would have to be submitted to theCss as advertised by the State.

---
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